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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we determine explicit models for the unitary representations which occur discretely m 
the decomposition of canonical representations for hyperbolic spaces. This generalizes work of 
Gelfand. Graev and Vershik for the case SU(1.1). 
In a previous paper [I] we have introduced canonical representations no for hyperbolic spaces of 
Riemannian type, generalizing Berezin’s definition for the case of Hermitian symmetric spaces 
These umtary representations have a rich internal structure and prove that not only quasi-regular 
representattons are important in harmonic analysis. They have an interesting decomposition mto 
irreducible constituents: for large A only unitary prmcipal series representations occur, for small X 
however a finite number of complementary series representations has to be added. A detailed de- 
scription of the latter, as subrepresentations of TX. was started in [l]. The present paper contains 
much more precise results. The classical notions of Fourier and Poisson transform play a dominant 
role and are treated in Section 4. In Section 5 the actual proJection of a given function onto the 
complementary series is then given. Since the proof makes use of some results on maximal degen- 
erate series representations of SL(n + l), these representations are studied in Section 1 in some de- 
tail. As a by-product we obtain an alternative introduction of the canonical representations, see 
Sections 2 and 5 
This paper has a considerable, but unevitable optical overlap with our joint paper [2] with V.F. 
Molchanov. The method described here has been introduced m a different setting by Molchanov, 
but the observation that it works also for hyperbolic spaces is new and surprising. To leave out parts 
of the proof would make this paper almost unreadable. We thank SC. Hille and V.F. Molchanov for 
several discussions on these matters and for their encouragement to publish the results obtained in 
this paper. 
I MAXIMAL DEGENERATE SERIES OF SL(n+ 1.F) 
Let IF = !I& C or W be the field of the real numbers, the complex numbers or 
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the skew field of the quaternions. Let d = 1,2 or 4 accordingly and set 
p = ;d(n + 1) - 1. 
On [F”+‘, regarded as a right vector space over IF, we consider the Hermitian 
form 
[s, y] = 70x0 - _V,.Xl - .J,.vn 
Let G be the group of (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices with coefficients in [F which 
preserve this Hermitian form. 
On 5”+i we also have the usual inner product 
(x,y) =~&I +yl.ul + .” +4’n-Y, 
with norm ]]x]] = (X.X)+. 
Let Gr = SL(n + 1, [F) and denote by Kr the subgroup 
KF = S(GL( 1, ff) x GL(n, [F)) 
of GF and set U = SU(n + 1, F), K = S(U( 1, F) x U(n, lF)). Let P* be the two 
maximal parabolic subgroups of Gr consisting of upper and lower block ma- 
trices respectively: 
(1) p+: (g ;). P-: (; p> 
with a E IF*, (; F) E KF, b a row (column) vector in [F”. For p E C, define the 
character We of P’ by the formula: 
(2) %(P) = W> 
where p E P* has one of the forms (1). Consider the representations 7rz of GE 
induced from Pf: 
(3) $ = Indw,,,. 
Let us describe these representations in the ‘compact picture’. One has the fol- 
lowing decompositions: 
(4) GIF = UP+ = UP-, 
which we call Iwasawa type decompositions. For the corresponding decom- 
positions g = up of an element g E Gr, the factors p and u are defined up to an 
element of the subgroup U fl P +=UnP-=UnK~=K.Thecosetspaces 
GF/P* can be identified with the coset space U/K. Set 
(5) s = {z E IF”+] : 11z112 = I}, 
which clearly can be identified with SU(n + 1, [F)/SU(n, lF) via u ---f ueo (r.4 E
SU(n + 1, F)), where es = (l,O, . . . ,O) E IF”+‘. 
Let us denote by Do(S) the vector space of C”-functions cp on S satisfying 
(6) cp(sN = cp(s) 
for all X E IF with (Xl = 1. 
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Z&(S) can be seen as the representation space of both 7r,T and 7r;. In fact 
rr+ = K; o r where r is the usual Cartan involution of Gr. IL 
The group GF acts on S; denote by g. s (g E GF, s E S) the action of g on s: 
(7) 
g(s) 
g’S=lisoI’ 
We have for cp E Do(S) : 
(8) ~,7kM~) = dg-’ 4lIg~‘w~ 
In a similar way we have: 
(9) q(g)P(s) = cp(r(g-‘) ‘~Mg-‘w~ 
Consider the standard inner product on L’(S), 
(10) ($6 1cI) = J, V(S) NJ) &. 
Here rls is the normalized U-invariant measure on S. This measure is trans- 
formed by the action of g E GE as follows: 
(11) ds = I]g(s) ]I +-2ds, s = g . s. 
It implies that the Hermitian form (10) is invariant with respect o the pairs 
(12) (~;,~i~l~_~,,_~) and (~~,~!P_2p_2). 
Therefore, if Re p = -p - 1, then the representations 7r,f are unitarizable, the 
inner product being (10). 
It is an interesting problem to determine the complex numbers /1 such that 
7r,: is irreducible, and in case it is reducible, to obtain the composition series. 
We will not pursue this problem here. We refer to [2,5,3] where similar methods 
are used. It turns out that rr,: is irreducible if ~1 is not contained in the set 
2No u { -d(n + 1) - 2Ns) where No = (0, 1,2,. . .}. Let us turn to intertwining 
operators. 
Define the operator A,, on Do(S) by the formula 
(13) A/@(s) = 
J’ 
](s, t)l-‘“P2”+&) dt. 
s 
This integral converges absolutely for Re I_L < -dn and can be meromorphic- 
ally extended to the whole p-plane. It is easily checked that A, is an intertwin- 
ing operator 
(14) A&(g) = r;(g) A,, g E GIFT 
with p’ = -p - 2p - 2. 
The operator APP_+2 o A, intertwines rz with itself and is therefore a 
scalar c(p), independent of the f-sign. One obtains, using the restriction to U, 
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It turns out, in addition, that only the Y$ with Re P = -p - 1 are unitarizable 
(see again [2, 5, 31 for details). 
2 RESTRICTION TO G = SU(1.n.F) 
Consider the diagonal matrix .I = diag { 1, - 1.. . . , -1). Then 
(16) G = {g E Gr : g* = Jg-‘J}. 
So the Cartan involution 7 of Gr restricted to G is given by T(g) = JgJ(g E G). 
Consequently, K,: is equivalent o 7rj; on G: the equivalence is given by ‘p + Eq 
with 
(17) E&) = cp(Js) 
for cp E Do(S). 
Now consider the action of G on S given by (7). There are 3 orbits, given by 
(18) [s, s] > 0, [s, s] = 0 and [s, s] < 0. 
All three orbits are invariant under s + sX with A E ff, 1x1 = 1. Call 01, 02, 03 
the corresponding G-orbits on S/ N where s - s’ if and only ifs = s’X for some 
X E F, 1x1 = 1. Then we have: 
(19) 01 z G/K via g + g. eo, 
(20) 02 N G/MAN via g + g . (eo + e,), 
(21) 03 ~G/S(u(l,n- 1) x U(1)) via g+g.e,. 
Heree,=(O,...,Ol)EF”+‘. The subgroup MAN is a minimal parabolic sub- 
group of G, see [l]. 
We shall assume from now on that p E Iw, 2~ $ Z. 
Consider the restriction to G of p:P_2P_2 and call it 
(22) R,(g) = ~:fi_2P-2(g) (g E G). 
Let b be the operator which assigns to a continuous function cp on S satisfying 
(6) its restriction to r = {s E S : [s,s] = 0): 
(23) cp + by = ‘~lr. 
This operator intertwines R, and x~,+~+z: 
(24) boR,(g) = pp+u+z(g) ob (g E G), 
where YT,~ is the non-unitary principal series representation defined by 
%k)cp(W) = cp(K’ . fJJw’(LJ)lI-~‘-p (‘p E WO)? 
(see [4], V; we have replaced s by -.s). 
With respect to the L’-inner product (10) we have 
(25) (R,,(g)cp,$) = (9, R-~r-~p~~(g~‘M). 
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The similar inner product for functions on r will be provided with the sub- 
script P 
It is invariant with respect to the pairs (r,,~,). The operator A,, on DO(S) 
given by 
(27) A&D(s) = 
.[ 
\[s, t]( -“-2P-2ip(t)dt 
s 
intertwines KIL_+_2 and R,: 
(28) R,,(g) 0 A,, = A, O &-2p2k) 
and is symmetric with respect to the form (IO): 
(29) (A,$? $) = (cpl APti). 
One has 
(30) c(p) . A-lL_2p_1 o A,, = E 
where E is the identity operator. For the value of c(p) see (15). Recall that c 
satisfies c( -p - 2~ - 2) = c(p). 
Now introduce the following Hermitian form on De(S): 
(31) ,13,,(cp, $I)= (A-,-,,,-zP> 4,). 
This form is G-invariant for R,,. By (30) we have the following symmetry rela- 
tion for f?,,: 
(32) ,13,,(ip, li,) = ~(~1)B-.~c-.7,,~2(A~~1~2,,-2 cp. Ap,,-2,,-2 $1. 
Let us consider on S the function 
(33) P(S) = [s, 4 
and denote by Y the operator which multiplies functions on S by p: 
(34) YIP = P’p. 
Observe that Y leaves, in particular, Do(S) invariant. One has 
(35) Pk-’ 4 = Ils~‘(4ll-‘P(~) 
for g E G. 
Therefore the operator Y intertwines R,, and R,, _ 2: 
(36) PR,,Wcp = Rpdg) (P(P). 
Set 
(37) SO= s\r. 
Let /,1 be the transform from Da(st) to itself given by 
(38) f(s) = (f,,cp)(s) = ~,s)([.r.s]~“‘z+~‘+’ 
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This transform carries the restriction of R,, to Do(Sfl) into the orthogonal direct 
sum of the quasi-regular representations U on D(G/K) and 2)(G/H) respec- 
tively. The form 13,3,, becomes, up to normalization, the Berezin form: 
(39) &((Pl. cpz) = qcj;. A) 
(pl, p2 having support in [s, 31 > 0 or [s, s] < 0). We refer to [I] for the properties 
of “I on [s, s] > 0. 
3 DISTRIBUTIONS ON THE BOUNDARY 
Let us introduce ‘polar coordinates’ on S, with - 1 5 p 5 1 and w E r as co- 
ordinates. One has 
(40) ds = c.(l -p)2 + +p);d-l&~w 
where c is a constant, c = 2” r( %)r( $)/r(p - 1). The distributions 6(p), S’(p), 
S”(p), . . are defined in a standard way: 
(41) (S(““(p),f) =(-l)$& Ip=,(&7>iJ)(I -P)~d”-l(l+p)fd_I)dw. 
For k E N, let A(‘) denote the space of distributions on S, supported on r, in- 
variant under U( 1 T F), of the form 
(42) g(w)@(P) 
with g E DO(~). 
Define C(“) = Ai’) + + Aik’. The representation R, acts on Uk Ack), 
preserving the natural filtration 
(43) A(O) = C’o’ c Cc’) c 
so that this action is given by triangular operators with diagonal the minimal 
principal series representations 7rP +P, rfi + ,, _ 2, . . . . Moreover, the first space of 
this filtration, A (O), is invariant and is transformed by ~~~ +P. 
Let us also define spaces flJik) consisting of continuous functions cp on S 
satisfying: 
(a) cpisCXonS3andr; 
(b) ip has a kth order Taylor expansion 
(44) P(S) = so(w) + a1CiJlp + t . + 44P” + 4Pk) (P 10) 
uniformly for LJ E r; a, E Do(r). 
Clearly Z&,(S) c 17’“’ for all k. 
The representation R, preserves 17’“’ and acts on the Taylor coefficients a, in 
a triangular way: the Taylor coefficient ti,, j 2 0 of R,(g)p can be expressed by 
means of the Taylor coefficients ~10, al,. . . ~ a, of the given function cp. Further- 
more, the diagonal of this action consists of the operators: 
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This is of course in accordance with (24). 
4 FOURIER AND POISSON TRANSFORM 
The Fourier transform maps Ds(Sfl) into Do(r) by the formula 
Here we consider De(Sfl) as a G-module via the natural G-action U. Then we 
have 
= s Sf(Jl Ik%LJll~L Il&Y)II” I[wllr-“-‘d? 
= 
s 
p l[yd . f-q’ Ilg-‘(w)ll” l[y,v]l~f~“-‘d_i 
= (~-,l&wJ-NkJ). 
So Fp intertwines U and +_,,. 
The Poisson transform Pp maps Z&(r) into COW(Sa) and is defined by an in- 
tegral with the same kernel as (47): 
(46) (P&(Y) = 1 cp(w) Ibwll’ I[YJK~ dw. 
I’ 
It intertwintes rr@ + p and U. 
The operator B, given by 
(47) (B&(w) = //A+‘) I[w,w’]I~‘-2’dw’ 
intertwines x_~,_~ and x@,+,~. It is related to the Poisson transform as follows: 
(48) P,, BP = JCL)&, ~ zp 
with 
(49) j(p) = &+p+,d _. 
1 r( ;, r( q)r(-p - p)r(-qp+‘) 
fi F(- $)r(q)r(-y+d)~ 
For the computation ofj(p) we refer to [4], page 397. 
Furthermore, one has Bp o B-,-zp = ,Q)E and p(p) = j(,~)j( -p - 2~). 
The coordinates (p, w) of Sd can be carried over to G/K and G/H. Then r 
becomes, in both cases, the ‘infinity’. The Poisson transform Ppp has the fol- 
lowing well-known asymptotic expansion: 
(50) 
(W)(Y) -K’m?O (CW&+W 
+p- + +l’ 2 (&n(PwPnr (P 10). 
m=O 
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A similar expansion holds forp [ 0. 
Here C,,. n8 3 D,,. ,11 are certain operators on Do(r), in particular 
(51) C,I.O = B-1, 2/l? q,,o =ACL)E. 
Lemma 4.1. Zf p > -p + k (k E N), thea rw have when p I 0: 
A similar result holds when p r 0. 
Now consider the composition of the Fourier and the Poisson transform with 
the map I,(: 
(53) F,:=F,,ol,,. P~,,-2/,~7=~,,‘~P~,~~~,,-~ 
and keep their names. We have: 
(54) (F/J)(w) = V’,:ipHw) = Js~(4.m.w~ 
where w E r and j‘ E Do(Sz).,f’ = I,, p, p E Do(SO). 
Formula (56) allows us to extend F,: to all functions ‘p E Do(S). 
Our new Fourier and Poisson transforms are intertwining operators: 
(57) F; 0 R,,(g) = rp,, --,&I 0 F;> 
(58) Pil,_l,,_2 oar/,+,‘?? =&L(g) OP.!,,_+2 
(g E G). Comparing (56) and (58) with (27). we see that the Fourier transform is 
the decomposition of the boundary operator (23) and the operator A: 
(59) F,; = ho A_,,_2,,_2 
and the Poisson transform is obtained when we apply the operator A to dis- 
tributions in A(“): 
(60) P:,,+,,,_,(g) =A,,(gQ)). 
Formula (61) allows us to extend the Fourier transform to some distributions 
for which the right-hand side makes sense. 
The operator Y of multiplication by p, see (34) shifts parameters in the 
Fourier transform: 
(61) F,,-z,j,f = F,:_~,JIPI”‘v) 
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where fand cp are connected by (38). 
Let us denote the image of Do(r) under the Poisson transform P’ ~1 _ ?,, ~? by 
P,, . Clearly, for all p, Pi1 E C x (S I). 
The space Pp is invariant with respect to R,. The restriction to Pll is irre- 
ducible and equivalent o K I( _ p _ 2 (N xl1 + p + 2). 
The following two lemmae follow from Lemma 4.1 and (53). 
Lemma 4.2. P,l is contained in 17”’ if and only if p < -p - 2. In that case )i’e 
have. 
(62) ho P:/r-_2,,_2 = B!,+z. 
Lemma 4.3. Zfp < -p - k - 2 then P,, c 17(k). 
Lemma 4.4. Let p < -p - 2. Then for any ‘p E 17”’ there is a unique ,pn in P,l 
which has the same values at r as ‘p: y~fll, = ~1~. 
Proof. Let us apply the operator 
B,& =P~l(-~L-2p-2)B~~_2,,~* 
to the function p E 17 toi We obtain a function g E DO(~). Set qp = P’~ ?,I ?g. . 
cl 
We call the function +Y~ E PAL the Poisson projection of the function cp E 17”’ 
and denote it by pois,,cp. One has: 
(63) pois,,cp = lj-‘l-p - &I - 2) Pll,-z,,_2 BP,-2,jP2(cplr) 
(64) = j-‘(p + 2) IpI f +p+’ P,,+z(~(~) 
using previous definitions. 
5 DECOMPOSITION OF R,, (p 5 0) 
In [l] we have obtained the decomposition of the Berezin form for X = G/K. 
This form was defined there on D(X). If we transfer the result from X to S by 
means of I,,, we will obtain a decomposition formula for our Hermitian form 
.13,, on [J),_v] > 0. Recall that a,, is positive-definite on [J, _y] > 0, whenever IL < 0 
(11. < -2 in case F = W). We get from [l] the following result (taking p = -2X). 
Theorem 5.1. Let KO = 2”+‘. Let ip E Do(S) and f E D(X) he connected in the 
usual wa)‘: ,f = I,,lp. Then ,ce have the following Plancherel jbrmula: 
(65) 
KoD,,(p,p) =2r~~or,I(~)j(IL-2ni)~‘(8,,-2,,F:-2,,(f)l F,:-z,~~(~)) 
1 x 
f- 
27rK J a,, IIF,: ,,(f) I(‘ds, -% ]Q(is)12 
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pm P_ ,, ~ + _ 2+2m equivariantly onto some subspace I/‘“” c CCk). And the 
image of the function pm Qp, is a distribution of the form 
(73) <n, = hk 6’k’(p) + . + ho S(p) 
so that, using the relation (30), we have 
(74) pn’@,,, = A_,_+z&,,. 
Multiply all functions in I/ lrn) by p(“). Then we get there where the representa- 
tion R,, _ zrn acts. Its restriction to p”‘V(“‘) continues to be equivalent to 
PT/, +,, zm. On the other hand, when we restrict R,, _ z,,, to /I(“, . . . ~3’~). . . . the 
representation ri,, + P _ zrn appears only when we restrict to A(‘), which contains 
g,, Sb). By irreducibility, the distributions g,,, S(p) and pm Em coincide up to a 
factor: 
(75) P"~,?I = hl&?~NP). 
Of course X, depends on 1: X,(p). 
Substituting (75) in (77), we get, since 
(*){ 
p”‘6(‘)(p)=(-l)“j(j-l)...(j-m+l)b(/-”), j>m 
p”S(J)(p) = 0, j < m 
(76) 12, = (-1)“’ $gm 
and 
(77) In, = (-1)” X”g,,,h’“Q) +“. 
m! 
Observe that X, # 0 and set 
so that 
(79) cm = C-1)“’ -gn*P)(p) +... ???! 
where . . . denotes some distributions in C(“- ‘1. 
Let us compute now the inner products in the sense of I?,, of CnI with (I and cp. 
Let + be an arbitrary function in ‘Do(S). Then 
(80) &(<,I, $) =;@“‘@,?I. 4)) = f(@nl>Ppn ti,). 
m 1?1 
Let q$ = <, = qr S”)(p) + + qo S(p). We may assume that i < m. By (*), we get 
(81) a,,(<,, G) = 0. i # m. 
Now take $I= <,,. Then p”’ <,,, = g,, b(p). so that 
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Finally, setting in (82) I/I = ‘p, we get 
So this proves the orthogonality of the decomposition 
$0 = 6 + {I . + cl( + 41. 
From (84) we get 
Furthermore we have F,:_2,11(p”(l?) = F,,_ zn2(f) if f and p are related in the 
usual way. 0 
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